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BEEFSTEAK TOMATO (red tag)OVER 10 OZ. 
 
Beefsteak 
Big Beef 
Big Rainbow 
Brandywine (original) 
Cherokee Chocolate 
Chef’s Choice Pink-NEW 
Country Taste 
Hungarian Heart 
Kellogg’s Breakfast 
Marianna’s Peace 
Mountain Rouge 
Orange Wellington 
Original Blue Ribbon  
Park’s Whopper  
Pineapple 
Red Brandywine-NEW 
Siletz 
 
STANDARD TOMATO (orange tag) 4 TO 10 OZ 
Black Krim 
Bloody Butcher 
Burpee’s Long Keeper 
Bush Early Girl 
Celebrity  
Champion II 
Dark Star V-NEW 
Early Girl 
Gill’s All Purpose 
Golden Jubilee 
Heirloom Black 
Husky Red  
Japanese Black Trifele 
Jetsetter 
Lemon Boy 
Moonglow 
Oregon Spring 
Patio 
Tasti-Lee  
Tazmanian Chocolate-NEW 

 

 
 
SALAD TOMATO (green tag) 2 TO 4 OZ 
4th of July 
Flamme-NEW 
German Lunchbox 
Glacier 
Green Zebra 
Siberian-NEW 
Stupice 
 
 
 
 
PASTE TOMATO (yellow tag) 
Amish Paste 
Fresh Salsa 
Giant Garden Paste 
Roma 
San Marzano 
Sausage 
Super Sauce 
Yaqui 
 
CHERRY TOMATO (white tag) 1 TO 2 OZ 
Cherry Falls- AKA Cherry Fountain 
Chocolate Cherry 
Christmas Grapes-LIMITED QTY. 
Juliet 
Large Red Cherry 
Snow White 
Sun Gold 
Sun Sugar 
Sweet Aperitif-NEW 
Sweet Million 
Tumbling Tom Yellow-NEW 
Yellow Pear 
 
Tomatillo 
Purple 
Toma Verde

Willamette 
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LIST OF HEIRLOOM TOMATOES 
 

 
BEEFSTEAK     PASTE 
Big Rainbow       Amish Paste 
Brandywine (original)                         San Marzano 
Hungarian Heart     Sausage 
Kellogg’s Breakfast      
Marianna’s Peace     CHERRY                                                                                                   
Pineapple                                                              Juliet 
       Yellow Pear 
        
       SALAD 
       German Lunchbox 
STANDARD      Green Zebra 
Black Krim                Stupice 
Bloody Butcher 
Burpee’s Long Keeper 
Early Girl 
Gill’s All-Purpose 
Heirloom Black  
Japanese Black Triefle 
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DETERMINATE: Varieties that reach a certain plant height then stop growing, most fruit borne during a four to six           
week period. 

INDETERMINATE:  Varieties that continue to grow and flower throughout the season but have less mature fruits at 
any one time. 

INDETERMINATE 
SHORT INTERNODE (ISI): Varieties that combine the controlled growth habit of a “determinate” with the production 

potential of an “indeterminate”. 
 

TOMATO DISEASES 
Certain varieties of tomatoes have multiple disease resistance.  All the varieties listed show their disease 
Resistance directly after the name in abbreviated form.  These abbreviations represent the following: 
 
 V     =VERTICILLIUM WILT 
 F     = FUSARIUM WILT 
 FF   = FUSARIUM, RACES 1&2 
 N     = NEMATODES 
 T     = TOBACCO MOSAIC VIRUS 
 A     = ALTERNARIA STEM CRANKER 
   ST   = STEMPHYLIUM GRAY LEAF SPOT 
   

TYPES OF TOMATOES 
Beefsteak: Tomatoes of various shapes, Over 10 oz. 
Standard: Generally round type of fruit ranging from approx. 4-10 oz... 
Paste (Plum): Generally pear or oblong (plum) shaped fruit ranging from 3-5 oz in size.  Also called plum tomatoes. 
Salad: Generally round fruit, approx. 2-4 oz. tomatoes perfect size for salads. 
Cherry: Generally round fruit, usually one to two bites in size. Just right to toss into a salad whole.  2 oz and under 

in size. 
 

HELPFUL GROWING TIPS… 
•Tomatoes are a warm weather crop so the soil temp needs to be at least 60° with good drainage before you plant 
them. 
 
•When you put your tomatoes into the ground, place ½ cup of Bone Meal and 1 Tablespoon of Lime in the hole 
before you put the plant in and mix around slightly, then place your tomato plant and back fill. This will help with 
blossom end rot, and your plant and fruits will be happier.  
 
•Tomatoes like the soil ph level at between 6.4 – 6.8, below 6.4 will create blossom end rot and cracking of the 
skin. 
 
•Put a 4” layer of mulch, we suggest “Gardeners Choice Organic Compost” on the top of ground around plants, 
as you water nutrients will leach down to the plant roots. 
 
•DO NOT WATER OVERHEAD WITH SPRINKLERS; the foliage does not like to be wet. It is best to water 
underneath the foliage directly onto the ground. 
 
•DO NOT OVER FERTILIZE- you will have beautiful foliage, but low to no fruit production. 

 
•Tomatoes need at least 6-8 hours of sunlight daily for best flavor. More sunlight will make the flavor better. Less 
sunlight will lessen the flavor and the plant will get “leggy”. 

 

FOR MORE TIPS GET OUR HANDOUT  
‘Helpful Hints on Growing  
Tomatoes and Peppers’ 
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BEEFSTEAK 
  
 
BEEFSTEAK - 96 days (indeterminate) Also known as Red Ponderosa or Crimson Cushion.  Produces huge, delicious, 
ribbed fruit on vigorous vines.  Grow in wire cages for best results. 
 
BIG BEEF Hybrid - 73 days (indeterminate) 
1994 ALL-AMERICA SELECTIONS AWARD. One of the finest new hybrids yet for home gardeners.  Impressive yields of 
extra-large, 10-12 oz. smooth tomatoes with real old time flavor.  Its improvements include greater disease resistance, 
earlier harvests and fruit that stay enormous even at the end of a long season. 
 
BIG RAINBOW - 85 days (indeterminate) Heirloom 
Very large, orange fruits, with red spots or streaks, grow up to 4½” in diameter. Firm, meaty flesh with low acidity, 
produces a delicious flavor that’s ideal in a variety of dishes or eaten plain. 
 
BRANDYWINE (ORIGINAL) - 85 days (indeterminate) Heirloom 
Rich - flavored heirloom variety with a potato leaf, that has been around for over 100 years. Up to 14oz fruits that have the 
best flavor of all varieties. Will need to be staked. 
 
CHEROKEE CHOCOLATE - 75 days (indeterminate) 
A stabilized version of the Cherokee Purple, this 10-16 oz. mahogany-colored variety has excellent flavor and beautiful 
large fruit.  Very productive plants are vigorous and yield a large harvest of these chocolate-colored tomatoes with the 
ample size and wonderful flavor associated with Cherokee Purple. 
 
CHEF’S CHOICE PINK- 75 days (indeterminate)NEW 
ALL AMERICAN SELECTIONS WINNER! Potato-leaved plants produce impressive yields of 12 to 16 oz. beefsteak 
tomatoes with deep pink sweet, meaty flesh and an irresistibly good taste. These fruits have a perfect acid to sugar ratio 
resulting in flavor that is reminiscent of heirlooms. However, these hybrid plants are easier to grow and yield early harvest 
of delicious, crack-resistant beefsteak tomatoes. 
 
COUNTRY TASTE - Hybrid 70 days (indeterminate) 
Tomato purists won’t get enough of this tomato. Smooth, round, deep red fruits weighing up to 1 lb. Color is consistent 
from the skin straight through the center. Flesh is firm and juicy, packed with “real tomato” flavor. Produces high yields of 
beefsteak fruits that pay tribute to the old-time qualities of hearty, country-style tomatoes. One of the best varieties for 
fresh eating. 
 
HUNGARIAN HEART - 85 days (indeterminate) Heirloom 
Said to have originated in a village 20 miles from Budapest around 1900.  Huge, pink, oxheart fruits weigh upwards of one 
pound.  Very few seeds and almost no cracking.  One of our favorites for fresh eating, canning, and for making roasted 
tomato sauce. 
 
KELLOGG’S BREAKFAST - 80 to 85 days (indeterminate) Heirloom 
Lovely, pale-orange fruits are solid and meaty throughout, packed with mild, superb-tasting flesh.  A long-season producer 
of large, beefsteak-type fruits (up to 16 oz.), characterized by solid centers with just a few seeds at the edges.  Very 
desirable! 
 
MARIANNA’S PEACE - 80 days (indeterminate) Heirloom 
This potato-leaved dark pink tomato is fast becoming a favorite of gardeners across the country. The large, 1-2 lb, pink-
red beefsteak fruits have luscious, full tomato flavor that features a good balance of acidity and sweetness. Vigorous vines 
are productive, which is special for a potato-leaved plant. 
 
MOUNTAIN ROUGE Hybrid- 73 days (indeterminate)  
 Perhaps the best resistance to the dreaded Late Blight yet! This 2019 AAS Award Winner is a sister to blight-resistant 
but determinate ‘Mountain Merit’ but new ‘Mountain Rouge’ is indeterminate and more productive over a longer season. 
Fruits are reddish-pink, beefsteak size that weigh 12 to 14 oz., with a flavor that’s the perfect balance of acid and sugar.  
 
ORANGE WELLINGTON- 75 days. (indeterminate)  
 Bursting with flavor, this smooth orange heavyweight is plump with firm, dense, meaty, nearly seedless flesh. Tolerant to 
verticillium and fusarium wilts.  
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ORIGINAL BLUE RIBBON Hybrid - 71 days (indeterminate)  
At 10-15 ounces, this tomato is a bit rounder, more uniform, and has stronger disease resistance than the Goliath. 
 
PARK’S WHOPPER Hybrid - 65 days (indeterminate)  
Earlier and tastier than the original Whopper, with big red, 4” fruits that feature improved disease and crack-resistance, as 
well as a more uniform fruit size. You’ll start harvesting in just 65 days, and keep picking right until frost. A popular choice 
for fresh market and home garden alike. Vigorous and stocky plants. 
 
PINEAPPLE - 85 days (indeterminate) 
This heirloom tomato is a stand out in everyone’s garden. Bi-colored red and yellow fruit grows very large, up to 2 lbs., 
and is streaked with red both inside and out. The flavor is wonderful, rich, fruity, and sweet. Strong vines bear an 
abundant crop.  
 
RED BRANDYWINE-NEW-90 days 
The Amish, long considered authorities on heirlooms, first grew Brandywine in 1885. Now 135 years later, these prized 
varieties, rich yet mild, are still considered the best-flavored tomatoes available. From vigorous vines come heavy yield of 
huge, firm-fleshed fruits weighing up to 1 ½ lbs. Scarlet red fruits and regular (not potato) leaves 
 
SILETZ - 52 days (determinate) 
Deep red, full flavored slicing tomatoes are 10 to 12 oz. and very nice for an early variety. Developed by Dr. James 
Baggett of Oregon State University, these plants yield well even in cool weather. Good acid taste and excellent interior 
fruit quality in an early tomato. 
 
 

STANDARD 
 
BLACK KRIM - 69 days (indeterminate) Heirloom  
A most unusual novelty. Fruits are a dark, deep red (almost a shiny black) with heavy green shoulders. Interior is a deep, 
reddish-green color. Sweet and tasty. Matures extremely early. 
 
BLOODY BUTCHER - 55 days (indeterminate) Heirloom 
A sensational, multi-purpose tomato, very early and high yielding. Strong tomato flavor in medium, round, 4 oz. fruits that 
are a deep, dark red inside and out. Potato-leaved plants are fast growing 
 
BURPEE’S LONG KEEPER - 78 days (indeterminate) Heirloom  
Keeps 2-3 months after harvest!  6 oz. fruits have golden orange-red skins.  Plant late for fall harvest and winter storage.  
Store at 65°F. 
 
BUSH EARLY GIRL-54 days (Determinate)This "determinate sister" to popular Early Girl delivers the same desirable 
qualities in a compact, patio-sized variety. Extremely early with huge yields of firm, meaty, flavorful fruits that are larger 
than Early Girl - a full 4" is diameter.  
 
CELEBRITY Hybrid - 70 days (determinate) 
A 1984 ALL-AMERICA SELECTIONS WINNER.  Exceptionally flavorful, firm 7-to-8-ounce fruit on strong vines with good 
cover and outstanding disease resistance.  Highly productive and adaptable. 
 
CHAMPION II Hybrid - 63 days (indeterminate) 
If you love the ever-popular Champion Hybrid, then you're sure to become a fan of this variety. Features even more 
disease resistance while maintaining the same delicious flavor and timing. Delivers high yields of meaty, 6 to 7 oz. fruits. 
Also exhibits intermediate resistance to Yellow Leaf Curl Virus. 

 

DARKSTAR V-70 to 75 days (Indeterminate)NEW 
Large purple beefsteak-type fruits are oblate, ribbed and full of visual appeal Dark purple/red flesh has a rich, smoky 
flavor and texture that is very similar to ‘Cherokee’ and ‘Carbon’ Expect higher yields, healthier plants and better fruit 
quality than most heirlooms. Highly resistant to Late Blight. Weigh 8 to 10 oz. Indeterminate 
 
EARLY GIRL Hybrid - 52 days (indeterminate) Heirloom 
Comes in first as an early slicing tomato and our customer’s favorite early variety.  Dependable large harvests of flavorful 
solid 4 to 6 oz. fruit.  Disease resistance is good, contributing to its excellent performance in almost any climate. 
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GILL’S ALL-PURPOSE- 80 days (Determinate) Heirloom  
We’re pleased to continue to offer this piece of Northwest history.  A cross between Wasatch Beauty and Pepper  
tomato, Gill’s All-Purpose was bred in 1947 by the Gill Brothers Seed Company in Portland, Oregon.  Outstanding yields 
of 3-3 ½ inch deep red fruit with rich tomato flavor.  Determinate plants are quite disease resistant. 
 
GOLDEN JUBILEE - 75 days (indeterminate) 
Smooth skinned large yellow fruit.  Can be staked.  This vigorous growing tomato variety produces a big tomato crop with 
little space and effort.  These delicious fruits are excellent for salads, canning, juice, and relish.  Less acid than the red 
tomatoes.  Adds nice color to a lunch or dinner garden salad.  Also known as Yellow Jubilee. 
 
HEIRLOOM BLACK – 71 days (indeterminate)  
crossed Cherokee Purple with Carbon to create a flattened, globe-shaped, dark purple fruit with delicate skin, green-tinted 
flesh and a full robust flavor. Lots of big, 8 to 12- oz. fruits! 
 
HUSKY RED – 67 days (indeterminate) V, FF, A, St. 
Early maturing plant produces good yields of 5 to 7 oz red tomatoes. They are very sweet and flavorful. Perfect for 
sandwiches, salads, and slicing. This variety requires no pruning. Perfect for container gardening, patios, or small gardens 
where space is very limited! Excellent choice for home gardens. Disease Resistant:  
 
JAPANESE BLACK TRIFELE - 81 days (indeterminate) Heirloom 
Russian in origin.  In Russia the Trifele varieties of tomatoes (of which there are several colors) are highly prized and 
command big prices.  This short, potato - leaf plant yields prolific quantities of 6 oz. fruit that looks like a beautiful 
mahogany-colored Bartlett pear with greenish shoulders.  Very tasty flesh with a meaty core that produces luscious fruit 
all summer long.  A work of art sliced out on a plate and a wonderful flavor that possesses extraordinary rich and complex 
flavors.  The Black Triefle is one of the blackest varieties and is resistant to cracking. 
 
JETSETTER - 64 days (indeterminate) 
This tomato is earlier than Jet Star, with better disease resistance. Jetsetter sacrifices nothing for its early maturity-
delivers great real tomato flavor in large 8 oz fruits that are smooth, juicy, flattened globes, with consistently huge yields 
and good disease resistance. 
 
LEMON BOY - 72 days (indeterminate) 
Plant produces good yields of large 8 oz bright lemon-yellow tomatoes. Tomatoes are very flavorful. Excellent for salads 
and gourmet dishes. 
 
MOONGLOW – 85 days (indeterminate) 
Bears heavy yields of beautiful, 6-8 oz., 2”, blunt-pointed globes.  A brilliant, warm-orange slicer with great flavor.  
Moonglow is considered, by many tomato lovers, the tomato with the best texture and flavor of any yellow-gold tomato.  A 
good choice for a market tomato because of its long shelf-life and delicious taste. 
 
OREGON SPRING - 58 days (determinate) 
A cold-tolerant tomato developed by OSU for short season gardeners.  Compact plants produce concentrated sets of 
medium to large fruit – nearly seedless. Juicy and tender with full tomato flavor.  
 
PATIO Hybrid - 70 days (determinate) 
A favorite of those who enjoy container gardening or have limited space. The vines are extremely compact, yet they 
produce medium-sized, deep oblate fruits that are smooth, firm and flavorful. 
 
TASTI-LEE – 75 days (determinate)  
An artful balance of sweetness and acidity, with true tomato flavor and rich red color. Here's your all-star tomato, the 6-9 
oz. fruits ready to rev up sandwiches, sauces, and salads. Loaded with health-giving lycopene-up to 40% more than other 
varieties. 
 
TAZMANIAN CHOCOLATE- 75 days(indeterminate)NEW 
This is an open-pollinated stabilized cross between New Big Dwarf and Paul Robeson. The result is a tomato with the 
same size, color and shape of Paul Robeson growing on a dwarf-sized plant. Plants have dark green rugose foliage and 
grow 3 to 4 feet tall, bearing deep maroon tomatoes with rich, complex flavor. 
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WILLAMETTE - 70 days (determinate) 
Developed at Oregon State University for shorter season areas. The upright plants do not require staking. Crack resistant 
medium-sized fruits are meaty, smooth and solid, mild flavored. A favorite here in the Willamette Valley for its good 
production in spite of false springs, late chills, damp, or dry summers.  
 
SALAD 

 
 
4th OF JULY Hybrid - 49 days (indeterminate) 
Imagine fresh tomatoes for your big “4

th
” cookout-juicy, tasty, and just right size for salads or eating out of hand. Plants 

bear early and continuously all summer. Excellent for canning 
 
FLAMME- 70 days (indeterminate)NEW 
AKA Jaune Flamme, these beautiful orange salad tomatoes are very juicy and have a good, sweet flavor with fruity 
overtones. Tomatoes weigh 2 to 3 oz and are a lovely persimmon-orange color both inside and out.  
 
GERMAN LUNCHBOX-70-80 days Heirloom 
This heirloom was brought into the seed store a few years ago by a local gentleman who had been saving this tomato for 
many years.  His family brought this variety to the USA when they immigrated here.  The fruit are the size of a small egg, 
vibrant pink, sugar sweet and begging to be eaten.  Perfectly sized for salads or putting in the lunchbox!  A favorite! 
 
GLACIER - 63 days (semi-determinate) 
Extremely early, cold-tolerant, high-yielding special strain.  Begins flowering when only 4” high and bears tasty tomatoes 
45 days later.  You can expect higher-than-average yields of 2-3 oz. fruits with outstanding flavor for such an early tomato. 
 
GREEN ZEBRA - 75 days (indeterminate) Heirloom 
A unique and delicious salad tomato. 3 oz. fruits ripen to amber-green with darker green stripes. The light green flesh is 
very flavorful, sweet yet zingy. This one is a real taste treat. 
 
SIBERIAN-48 days (determinate)NEW 
The earliest tomato – begin harvesting only 7 weeks after transplanting! This Russian variety sets fruits down to 38°F on 
vigorous, bushy plants. The small, round tomatoes are versatile, and are especially well-suited for sauces, juices, and 
pastes. Fruits average 3 to 5 oz. in large clusters up to 30. 
 
STUPICE - 52 days (indeterminate) Heirloom 
From Czechoslovakia, this is an extremely early cold-tolerant tomato that bears an abundance of 2 oz flavorful and sweet 
tomatoes. This variety has become a garden favorite for its earliness, productivity, and truly wonderful taste. 
 
 

PASTE 
AMISH PASTE - 74 days (indeterminate) Heirloom 
Dates back to the turn of the century, and is the best for sauces and canning. Deep red fruits, about 8 ozs, are large for 
canning types with “real tomato” flavor. Not overly acidic. 
 
FRESH SALSA - 65-75 days (determinate) 
EXCELLENT FOR SALSA!! The fruit on this one stays perfectly firm and sweet when chopped up into cubes. Fruit is 
ideal for fresh salsa, bruschettas and “light” Italian sauces. Bushy plants are loaded with 4-5oz plum shaped fruits 
2 ½-3 ½" by 2”. 
 
GIANT GARDEN PASTE-Hybrid VF 89 days (indeterminate)  
The biggest, most beautiful paste tomato you will ever grow. Bright red, boat-shaped fruits an astonishing 8 to 10 oz.-  
twice the size of ‘Roma’- and have a wonderful balance of sugar sweetness and tangy acids.  Flesh is solid and meaty 
with lots of gel to make perfect pastes and sauces!  Attractive, slightly ribbed fruits have superb crack-resistance and are 
ideal for fresh eating too!  Excellent disease resistance. 
 
ROMA-VFA - 75 days (determinate) 
Roma is considered to be the most well known paste type tomato, perfect for sauces, pastes and ketchup. Its heavy crops 
of bright red, pear shaped fruits are nice and meaty, with very few seeds. 
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SAN MARZANO - 80 days (indeterminate) Heirloom 
A little later than Roma, with superb flavor in slightly rectangular-shaped fruits, 3 ½” x 1 ½ “, that are bright red and hang 
in large clusters. Holds well on the vine and in storage. Extra-high solid content is perfect for canning. 
 
SAUSAGE - 75 days (indeterminate) Heirloom 
Here’s an unusually shaped tomato with fruits up to 6” long, like huge, red banana peppers. A prolific paste tomato, with 
very fine flavored meat that is especially ideal for ketchup or sauces. 
 
SUPER SAUCE - 70 days (indeterminate) 
It’s ‘SuperSauce’!  The new tomato superhero.  A whole lot bigger, a whole lot better, a Roma with aroma.  Weighing in at 
2lbs., a whopping 5 1/2” tall and 5” wide, ‘SuperSauce’ produces gallons of luscious, seedless sauce from a single plant 
harvest—one tomato fills an entire sauce jar.  Easy-to-grow, disease-free plants yield a summer long supply of 
exquisitely-flavored marinara, tomato gravy, or meat sauces. 
 
YAQUI-Hybrid VFFNA 75 days (determinate)  
From the breeder of Big Beef comes a huge set of bright red, blocky, meaty fruits on a tidy, compact plant.  Extra-large 
plum-shaped fruits are unbeatable for canning, sauces and pastes.  Exceptional disease resistance. 

 

 
 

CHERRY 
 
CHERRY FALLS- 60 Days (semi-determinate)  
AKA Cherry Fountain. Tidy habit and good early establishment makes this a good choice for adding to mixed flowering 
container and large baskets. Very vigorous, 1-1/2 to 1-3/4 oz., juicy, bright red fruits crop heavily over a long harvest 
period. Plants cascade 36 to 40" and reach just 6" in height.  
 
 
CHOCOLATE CHERRY-70 days (indeterminate)  
Unusually colored, deep wine-red fruits boast a complex flavor profile in one inch round cherries.  Indeterminate plant 
produces trusses of 8 fruits that don’t crack and can be harvested early and allowed to ripen inside without sacrificing 
quality.  Suitable for home gardeners and market growers. 
 
CHRISTMAS GRAPES - 75 days. (indeterminate)LIMITED QTY 
Plant produces high yields of 1" grape shaped red tomatoes. Tomatoes grow in clusters of 10 to 20. They are very tasty 
and turn red when mature. Excellent for salads and snacks. 
 
JULIET Hybrid - 60 days (indeterminate) Heirloom 
1999 ALL-AMERICA SELECTIONS WINNER. Elongated cherry tomatoes grow in grape-like clusters and really load up 
on vigorous vines. The 1oz. fruit has red, glossy skin and wonderful, sweet flavor. As a bonus, the fruit is crack-resistant 
and holds on the vine better than most cherries. Expect high yields from plants that are tolerant to late blight and leaf spot.  
 
LARGE RED CHERRY - 72 days (indeterminate) 
An excellent salad tomato, with clusters of 5 tomatoes, on spreading, hardy vines with dark green foliage. Full-season, 
high yields of deep scarlet, round, 1-1¼” diameter, flavorful fruits. Green fruits may be pickled; ripe ones are used fresh or 
for preserves. 
 
SNOW WHITE - 75 days (indeterminate) 
Delightful ivory-colored cherry tomatoes ripen to pale yellow and are deliciously sweet without being sugary.  This is one 
you will find yourself snacking on in the garden because it tastes so good. 
 
SUN GOLD - 57 days (indeterminate) 
Positively luscious, bite-sized golden beauties overflowing with an abundance of flavor.  Thin-skinned, with a juicy flesh 
that holds its flavor. 
 
 
SUN SUGAR FT - 62 days (indeterminate) 
 Plant produces heavy yields of very flavorful and juicy orange cherry tomatoes. Tomatoes grow in clusters and turn 
orange when mature. This variety has thin skin and is crack resistant. Very sweet and very flavorful. Excellent in salads or 
eaten alone as a treat.  
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SWEET APERITIF- 80 days (indeterminate)NEW 
 The Brits who bred this variety say it’s the sweetest yet – even sweeter than Sun Gold! And with a brix (sugar) level of 13, 
they may be right! The sweetness is matched with the right amount of acid to produce a cleansing, tangy flavor. 
Indeterminate plants are covered with 1/2-oz, bite-size, luscious fruits. 
 
SWEET MILLION Hybrid - 60 days (indeterminate) 
Terrific flavor in high yields of super sweet cherry tomatoes that have an excellent, hybrid bred disease resistance. Long 
chains of smooth, dark red, 1-1½” fruits are produced on large, vigorous plants. Matures nice and early and produces until 
frost. 
 
TUMBLING TOM YELLOW-70 days(determinate)NEW 
 A bright yellow version of Tumbling Tom Red, with the same pleasing characteristics. Our only two “weeping tomato” 
trails up to 24 inches, making it perfect for containers. Heavy yields of bright yellow, 1” to 2” fruits. Plants are only 6” wide; 
plant several together. Plant both colors for a spectacular display. 
  
YELLOW PEAR - 70 days (indeterminate) Heirloom 
Vigorous vines produce high yields of 1½“cherry type, plum shaped tomatoes in clusters. Very sweet and mild, great 
eating fresh like plums off the vine, or ideal for salads or preserves. Bears full season. 

 

 

 

 

 

TOMATILLO 
PURPLE - 70 days (indeterminate) 
This unusual, deep purple tomatillo makes an ideal salsa with its sweet-tart flavor.  The plant has striking purple veins in 
the leaves, and the husks are light green to buff colored.  Very decorative as a garnish.   
 
TOMA VERDE - 70 days (indeterminate) 
Unusual 2 inch fruits are harvested green – the husks are removed before cooking. A staple ingredient in Mexican Salsa 
Verde (green sauce). Tart, yellow-green fruits can also be used to add a distinctive taste to salads. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Vegetable plants love to have compost in their soil. We carry several types of compost 
for your garden: ‘Gardner’s Choice™’ Organic Compost (a blend of the following 

composts), Tack Box Compost (aged horse manure and sawdust), Steer Compost,  
Mint Mix, and Mint Compost. 


